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Part 1: This Technical Specification specifies the model for generating the surrounding visual image
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The purpose of this Technical Specification is to specify the model for generating the surrounding
visual image of drive monitor system which provides car users its visual image. Drive monitor
system is specified by the function of the audio visual monitoring and recording as car multimedia
systems and equipment.
To ensure car position, the rearview monitor for the parking assistance, the blind corner monitor for
displaying view of the blind spot at the bad crossing of the prospect, and the bird’s-eye view monitor
are used. But each camera monitor system provides a different view to the eye point of car driver.
It’s heavy burden for a car driver to switch these systems and quickly recognize the multiple fields of
view. And the fields of view are limited at these camera systems and they cannot freely change the
eye point depending on the driving situation. Thus the usage range of these systems is limited to
such as the parking assistance. Furthermore, at the commercial car such as truck and bus, and the
special car such as construction machinery and agricultural machinery, the usage range of these
systems is limited more. No assistance person except car driver cannot ensure car position.
In order to solve those problems, this Technical Specification specifies the model for generating the
surrounding visual image of drive monitor system which provides car users its visual image. With
this drive monitor system, it is possible to ensure car position quickly at various driving situation.
And not only the passenger car, but also the commercial car and the special car can ensure car
position quickly.
Part 1 specifies the model for generating surrounding visual image of drive monitor. Part 2 specifies
the information sets which is provided by drive monitor system, and recording methods for that
information and visual images. Part 3 specifies the mesurement methods of surrounding visual
image for drive monitor system.
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